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Product origin - Colorado designs

• Following the popularity of our sealed 

concrete designs, our design team added four 

fresh, colourways that represent a nuanced 

palette of grey tones. Subtle veining across 

each tile creates tonal shifts that add depth 

to an otherwise plain design. The matt effect 

helps to replicate the natural appearance of 

real concrete floors without the cost 

implications or on-going sealant 

requirements. 

• With neutral and grey colours in such high 

demand, this selection of tiles is ideal for 

both residential and commercial interiors, 

where the floor can provide a neutral canvas 

that allows other parts of the interior to pop.  
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LLT214, LLT215, LLT216, LLT217



New tile colours overview
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LLT214 Seattle LLT215 Alaska

LLT216 Utah LLT217 Vermont

Thickness 4,5mm

Wear Layer 0,55mm

Box Quantity (Pieces) 10

Box Quantity (m2) 3,05m2



LLT214 Seattle
610,0mm x 500,0mm
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A warm, sealed-concrete design with subtle veining, Seattle’s understated appearance has enough 

texture to provide interest but without being overpowering. Suitable for a wide range of traditional 

and modern commercial interiors, it’s quick and easy to fit and can be installed over most existing 

floors. It is ideal for spaces where access to underfloor services is required, or where the reduction of 

noise transfer to lower floors is a priority.
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LLT214 Seattle | LLP302 Raven Oak



LLT215 Alaska
610,0mm x 500,0mm
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LLT215 Alaska | LLT217 Vermont

The cool arctic-grey shades and subtle textured veining of Alaska create an attractive base for 

contemporary commercial spaces. Whether used to complement a neutral colour scheme, or as a blank 

canvas for bolder and more colourful interiors. Designflooring LooseLay is particularly suitable for 

spaces where the reduction of sound passing to rooms below is a priority or where access to underfloor 

services is necessary. Designflooring LooseLay is designed to withstand high traffic volumes and comes 

with a 12 year commercial warranty.
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LLT215 Alaska | LLT2017 Vermont

LLT2015 Alaska



LLT2015 Alaska
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LLT215 Alaska | LLT217 VermontLLT215 Alaska | LLT2017 Vermont



LLT216 Utah
610,0mm x 500,0mm
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If your client is embracing the current trend for grey and is looking for a lower-cost alternative to a sealed concrete 

floor, then Utah with its subtle textured veining and matt finish may be the answer. A cool pewter-grey with flecks of 

darker shades, Utah’s simple style is best suited to contemporary commercial interiors. The large format tiles (610mm 

x 500mm) have a 0.55mm wear layer, are quick and easy to fit using little or no adhesive, reducing downtime.



LLT216 Utah
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LLT217 Vermont
610,0mm x 500,0mm
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Vermont’s gunmetal-grey concrete flooring design provides a neutral platform for contemporary or industrial-style commercial 

interiors. Suitable for fitting over most existing hard floors without the worry of exposing subfloor imperfections, LooseLay

floor tiles are quick and easy to install and reduce the transfer of noise to rooms below making them the obvious choice for 

multi-occupancy buildings.



Product origin - Dakota designs

• This neutral slate design can also 

substitute as a concrete look 

depending on the interior, with its 

tight surface details reminiscent of 

genuine polished concrete. A 

deceptively simple design aesthetic 

with minimal features, this design 

features a traditional colour 

palette of mixed tones. 

• The matt finish creates a 

wonderfully modern product while 

also creating a canvas suitable for 

more conservative interiors. 
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LLT218, LLT219

- Minimal design

- No heavy features

- Colour carrier



New tile colours overview
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LLT218 Ontario LLT219 Quebec

Thickness 4,5mm

Wear Layer 0,55mm

Box Quantity (Pieces) 10

Box Quantity (m2) 3,05m2



LLT218 Ontario

610,0mm x 500,0mm
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With its cool grey tones, subtle emboss and minimal features, Ontario’s pale, polished concrete appearance means it provides a neutral 

canvas for a wide range of commercial applications. The large format tiles (610mm x 500mm) are quick and easy to fit with little or no need 

for adhesive and can be installed over most existing hard floors – perfect for projects where short installation times are required.



LLT219 Quebec
610,0mm x 500,0mm
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If your project demands a light-coloured slate or concrete style floor but with warm hues, then Quebec may be the solution. Creamy-grey 

in colour with a subtle emboss and a matt finish, Quebec’s minimalistic style provides the ideal blank canvas for commercial settings 

where the focus is on other interior features. It’s quick and easy to install making it a perfect choice for large open public spaces, 

reception areas and other spacious interiors.



Current DFI LL tile offering
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LLT200

Arizona

LLT201

Colorado

LLT202

Indiana
LLT203

Madison

LLT208

Tino

LLT209

Capri

LLT210

Nisida

LLT211

Vulcano



New range offering
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LLT214

Seattle
610mm x 500mm

New

LLT215

Alaska
610mm x 500mm

New

LLT216

Utah
610mm x 500mm

New

LLT217

Vermont
610mm x 500mm

New

LLT218

Ontario
610mm x 500mm

New

LLT219

Quebec
610mm x 500mm

New

LLT201

Colorado

LLT202

Indiana

LLT203

Madison

LLT208

Tino

LLT200

Arizona

LLT209

Capri

LLT210

Nisida

LLT211

Vulcano


